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'First Certificate Star Cassettes' contain the material for the listening tasks, including short and long texts to help the student prepare for the first certificate listening paper.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “One of the most important books I’ve ever read—an indispensable guide to thinking clearly about the world.” – Bill Gates “Hans Rosling tells the story of ‘the
secret silent miracle of human progress’ as only he can. But Factfulness does much more than that. It also explains why progress is so often secret and silent and teaches readers how to see it clearly.”
—Melinda Gates "Factfulness by Hans Rosling, an outstanding international public health expert, is a hopeful book about the potential for human progress when we work off facts rather than our inherent
biases." - Former U.S. President Barack Obama Factfulness: The stress-reducing habit of only carrying opinions for which you have strong supporting facts. When asked simple questions about global
trends—what percentage of the world’s population live in poverty; why the world’s population is increasing; how many girls finish school—we systematically get the answers wrong. So wrong that a
chimpanzee choosing answers at random will consistently outguess teachers, journalists, Nobel laureates, and investment bankers. In Factfulness, Professor of International Health and global TED
phenomenon Hans Rosling, together with his two long-time collaborators, Anna and Ola, offers a radical new explanation of why this happens. They reveal the ten instincts that distort our perspective—from
our tendency to divide the world into two camps (usually some version of us and them) to the way we consume media (where fear rules) to how we perceive progress (believing that most things are getting
worse). Our problem is that we don’t know what we don’t know, and even our guesses are informed by unconscious and predictable biases. It turns out that the world, for all its imperfections, is in a much
better state than we might think. That doesn’t mean there aren’t real concerns. But when we worry about everything all the time instead of embracing a worldview based on facts, we can lose our ability to
focus on the things that threaten us most. Inspiring and revelatory, filled with lively anecdotes and moving stories, Factfulness is an urgent and essential book that will change the way you see the world and
empower you to respond to the crises and opportunities of the future. --- “This book is my last battle in my life-long mission to fight devastating ignorance...Previously I armed myself with huge data sets, eyeopening software, an energetic learning style and a Swedish bayonet for sword-swallowing. It wasn’t enough. But I hope this book will be.” Hans Rosling, February 2017.
Self-contained lessons on double-page spreads make it easy to tailor the course to the students' needs Short units, paired in modules by theme, ensure coverage of a wide range of topics Regular Module
Reviews and Exam practice offer revision and consolidation Comprehensive reference material includes exam information, Grammar, Writing and Functions reference
Tailor-made for the revised First Certificate in English examination, this course offers graded practice, advice and guidance, equipping students with the skills and language ability needed to tackle each task
type with confidence.
THIS PRODUCT DOES NOT INCLUDE KEY - for Expert IELTS band 6 Students' Resource Book with Key - please purchase ISBN 9781292125046 Student's Resource Book Expert IELTS is an intensive
course for students looking for success in the International English Language Testing System (IELTS). The Expert IELTS Students' Resource Book provides additional practice to help you consolidate your
test-taking skills and build on language introduced in the Coursebook. All four skills are covered, including speaking, with test strategies to help you improve your skills and build confidence. Expert IELTS
provides you with training in all parts of the IELTS test so you can get the score you want. It helps you stay focused to get the IELTS band score you need to achieve your goals, whether it's getting a better
job, entry to university or meeting visa requirements.
This new colour edition has been updated to conform to the revised FCE specifications.

Four authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. These examination papers for the Cambridge
English: First (FCE) exam provide the most authentic exam preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the exam and to
practise useful exam techniques. The Student's Book without answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The Student's Book is also available in a 'with answers'
edition. Audio CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and a Student's Book with answers and downloadable Audio are available separately. These tests are also
available as Cambridge English: First Tests 5-8 on Testbank.org.uk
First Certificate Expert thoroughly prepares your adult and young adult students for the FCE while developing their language awareness and communicative skills. First
Certificate Expert corresponds to level B2 of the Common European Framework.
The trusted Gold series builds students' confidence by combining carefully graded exam preparation for the Cambridge English exams with thorough language and skills
development. Providing enjoyable, communicative classes with a strong emphasis on personalization, Gold is the popular choice for teachers around the world. Digital teacher
resources are now available for Gold Pre-first, to accompany and supplement your teaching. Contact your local representative to request a copy. You can find your local office
here. Please note, these are available in digital format only.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • From the world's leading forest ecologist who forever changed how people view trees and their connections to one another and to other
living things in the forest—a moving, deeply personal journey of discovery Suzanne Simard is a pioneer on the frontier of plant communication and intelligence; she's been
compared to Rachel Carson, hailed as a scientist who conveys complex, technical ideas in a way that is dazzling and profound. Her work has influenced filmmakers (the Tree of
Souls of James Cameron's Avatar) and her TED talks have been viewed by more than 10 million people worldwide. Now, in her first book, Simard brings us into her world, the
intimate world of the trees, in which she brilliantly illuminates the fascinating and vital truths--that trees are not simply the source of timber or pulp, but are a complicated,
interdependent circle of life; that forests are social, cooperative creatures connected through underground networks by which trees communicate their vitality and vulnerabilities
with communal lives not that different from our own. Simard writes--in inspiring, illuminating, and accessible ways—how trees, living side by side for hundreds of years, have
evolved, how they perceive one another, learn and adapt their behaviors, recognize neighbors, and remember the past; how they have agency about the future; elicit warnings
and mount defenses, compete and cooperate with one another with sophistication, characteristics ascribed to human intelligence, traits that are the essence of civil societies--and
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at the center of it all, the Mother Trees: the mysterious, powerful forces that connect and sustain the others that surround them. Simard writes of her own life, born and raised into
a logging world in the rainforests of British Columbia, of her days as a child spent cataloging the trees from the forest and how she came to love and respect them—embarking on
a journey of discovery, and struggle. And as she writes of her scientific quest, she writes of her own journey--of love and loss, of observation and change, of risk and reward,
making us understand how deeply human scientific inquiry exists beyond data and technology, that it is about understanding who we are and our place in the world, and, in
writing of her own life, we come to see the true connectedness of the Mother Tree that nurtures the forest in the profound ways that families and human societies do, and how
these inseparable bonds enable all our survival.
Six full practice tests plus easy-to-follow expert guidance and exam tips designed to guarantee exam success. The syllabus for this exam has changed and this book has now
been replaced by 9781107470170 First Trainer Second edition Six Practice Tests without answers with Audio.
Four authentic Cambridge English Language Assessment examination papers for the Cambridge English: First (FCE) exam. These examination papers for the Cambridge
English: First (FCE) exam provide the most authentic exam preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content and format of the exam and to
practise useful exam techniques. The Student's Book without answers is perfect for classroom-based test practice. The Student's Book is also available in a 'with answers'
edition. Audio CDs (2) containing the exam Listening material and a Student's Book with answers and downloadable Audio are available separately.
The first part of this Success Trilogy answers the following questions: - Is Success an art or a science? - What is “Success Options” and how can you use them to your
advantage? - Why does your success in life and business depend on the Business Model you choose? - How to capitalize on Internet Market trends and use emerging Global
Expert Communities if you want to succeed in new business conditions?
The level and format are accurate to each exam ensuring students are fully prepared. 'Teaching not just testing' sections contain task-specific hints giving students guidance on
how to approach task types, training them to eliminate incorrect answers and enhancing their exam performance.
Complete First Certificate for Spanish Speakers offers the most authentic preparation available for the Cambridge ESOL exam. Complete First Certificate is a course for the 2008
revised FCE exam. Informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus and providing a complete FCE exam paper specially prepared for publication by Cambridge ESOL, it is the most
authentic exam preparation course available. This English for Spanish Speakers edition provides specific help for Spanish-speaking candidates. The Teacher's Book contains full
teacher's notes with extra teaching ideas, photocopiable material including class activities and progress tests, recording scripts and word lists. The English for Spanish Speakers
edition provides specific help on how to exploit the speaking and pronunciation activities designed specially for Spanish-speaking students.
Cambridge Vocabulary for First Certificate covers all the vocabulary First Certificate candidates need. It provides students with practice of exam tasks from the Reading, Writing,
Listening and Use of English papers. It includes useful tips on how to approach exam tasks and learn vocabulary. It is informed by the Cambridge International Corpus and the
Cambridge Learner Corpus to ensure that the vocabulary is presented in genuine contexts and covers real learner errors. It is designed to match the updated exam for December
2008.
From three design partners at Google Ventures, a unique five-day process--called the sprint--for solving tough problems using design, prototyping, and testing ideas with
customers.
Six full practice tests plus easy-to-follow expert guidance and exam tips for Cambridge English: First for Schools The syllabus for this exam has changed and this book has now
been replaced by 9781107446052 First for Schools Trainer Second edition Six Practice Tests with answers and Teacher's Notes with Audio.
Author of cult classics The Pumpkin Plan and The Toilet Paper Entrepreneur offers a simple, counterintuitive cash management solution that will help small businesses break out
of the doom spiral and achieve instant profitability. Conventional accounting uses the logical (albeit, flawed) formula: Sales - Expenses = Profit. The problem is, businesses are
run by humans, and humans aren't always logical. Serial entrepreneur Mike Michalowicz has developed a behavioral approach to accounting to flip the formula: Sales - Profit =
Expenses. Just as the most effective weight loss strategy is to limit portions by using smaller plates, Michalowicz shows that by taking profit first and apportioning only what
remains for expenses, entrepreneurs will transform their businesses from cash-eating monsters to profitable cash cows. Using Michalowicz's Profit First system, readers will learn
that: · Following 4 simple principles can simplify accounting and make it easier to manage a profitable business by looking at bank account balances. · A small, profitable
business can be worth much more than a large business surviving on its top line. · Businesses that attain early and sustained profitability have a better shot at achieving longterm growth. With dozens of case studies, practical, step-by-step advice, and his signature sense of humor, Michalowicz has the game-changing roadmap for any entrepreneur to
make money they always dreamed of.
These past examination papers provide the most authentic exam preparation available, allowing candidates to familiarise themselves with the content of the exam and to practise
exam techniques. Colour visual material for Paper 5 is included with each test. A Teacher's Book is also available.
Extensive additional material in the format of a full-colour workbook, that enables students to consolidate and enrich their language and practice exam skills.
Gold Plus is the updated edition of Gold, the trusted exam preparation course for adult and young adult learners. FCE Gold Plus corresponds to level B2 of the Common
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European Framework.
The companion volume to the August television series on The Learning Channel takes a close-up look at the human face to reveal a myriad of complex expressions that shed
light on the nature of human personality.
3rd edition. For those about to sit their formal oral session with the MCA for the Electro Technical Officer Certificate of Competence (CoC). A set of questions and answers that
will allow you to practice and exercise your knowledge prior to your interview. Written by the former ETO senior lecturer from the Warsash Maritime Academy. Additional
questions and answers. Input from recent successful students. A must for all budding ETO's.
Considered a classic by many, A First Course in Abstract Algebra is an in-depth introduction to abstract algebra. Focused on groups, rings and fields, this text gives students a
firm foundation for more specialized work by emphasizing an understanding of the nature of algebraic structures.
This book provides students and professionals with practical answers to important career and communication questions, helping them to communicate successfully in a business
setting. Communication expert, Deirdre Breakenridge, examines the ways in which professionals can make the most of their careers in a fast-changing media landscape, offering
advice on how new and seasoned executives can utilize and adapt to the latest modes of communication. The author breaks down the eight most critical areas for professionals
seeking to develop their communication skills, opening with essentials that will prove useful in any setting. She then details the ways in which organizations can adapt to changes
in technology and consumer behavior to improve relationships, social media presence, and brand recognition. The easy to follow question–answer format walks readers through
the most pressing, confusing, and frequently asked questions about successful communication with plenty of advice and examples for a better learning experience. Covering
traditional business communication topics like partnerships and storytelling, the book also includes material on digital and social media channels as well as a chapter on giving
back as a mentor. "Experts Weigh In" boxes feature advice from other top professionals, exposing the reader to multiple perspectives from the field. Grounded in decades of
experience, Answers for Modern Communicators will benefit all students getting ready to enter the workforce as well as professionals looking to enhance their communication
skills.
The ultimate guide for anyone wondering how President Joe Biden will respond to the COVID-19 pandemic—all his plans, goals, and executive orders in response to the
coronavirus crisis. Shortly after being inaugurated as the 46th President of the United States, Joe Biden and his administration released this 200 page guide detailing his plans to
respond to the coronavirus pandemic. The National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness breaks down seven crucial goals of President Joe Biden's
administration with regards to the coronavirus pandemic: 1. Restore trust with the American people. 2. Mount a safe, effective, and comprehensive vaccination campaign. 3.
Mitigate spread through expanding masking, testing, data, treatments, health care workforce, and clear public health standards. 4. Immediately expand emergency relief and
exercise the Defense Production Act. 5. Safely reopen schools, businesses, and travel while protecting workers. 6. Protect those most at risk and advance equity, including
across racial, ethnic and rural/urban lines. 7. Restore U.S. leadership globally and build better preparedness for future threats. Each of these goals are explained and detailed in
the book, with evidence about the current circumstances and how we got here, as well as plans and concrete steps to achieve each goal. Also included is the full text of the many
Executive Orders that will be issued by President Biden to achieve each of these goals. The National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness is
required reading for anyone interested in or concerned about the COVID-19 pandemic and its effects on American society.
Effective science teaching requires creativity, imagination, and innovation. In light of concerns about American science literacy, scientists and educators have struggled to teach
this discipline more effectively. Science Teaching Reconsidered provides undergraduate science educators with a path to understanding students, accommodating their individual
differences, and helping them grasp the methods--and the wonder--of science. What impact does teaching style have? How do I plan a course curriculum? How do I make
lectures, classes, and laboratories more effective? How can I tell what students are thinking? Why don't they understand? This handbook provides productive approaches to
these and other questions. Written by scientists who are also educators, the handbook offers suggestions for having a greater impact in the classroom and provides resources for
further research.
Third edition of the best-selling Cambridge English: First (FCE) course. The Student's Book contains fresh, updated texts and artwork that provide solid language development,
lively class discussion and training in exams skills. The 24 topic-based units include examples from the Cambridge English Corpus to highlight common learner errors while
vocabulary sections informed by the English Vocabulary Profile ensure that students are learning the most useful language required at this level. A phrasal verb list provides a
handy reference for students. The interactive CD-ROM provides comprehensive extra practice of the language and topics covered in the book.
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